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News with Chris Dobson

Wow this is something to celebrate – Darlington is chosen as the location for

Treasury North, the campus for which will employ 750 people. And one additional

spin-off has been overnight focus on this part of the country writes Chris Dobson.

Does this put a new slant on the overnight travels of Dominic Cummins, perhaps an

early hours’ mission to assess buildings and sites in Darlington but due to poor

eyesight ended up in Barnard Castle instead?

The decision is a regional success but that said there has been some muttering –

why Darlington? Even within ComPropNEE there have been discussions about this

but for me the decision makes sense for several reasons.

Scanning my Michelin Touring map No 6 ‘North’ a blind man on a galloping horse

would not miss the locational benefits of Darlington. Main east coast railway with

road connections in all directions. Teesside Airport with its daily flights to London

lies 10 minutes from Darlington Town Centre. Further there are the Pennines to

the west and the North York moors to the south east. 

Ben Houchen, Mayor of Teesside, was ahead of the pack with a LinkedIn note re

the rumours that Treasury North was heading our way. Having worked for over a

year on a plan to secure these jobs for local people he made it clear that his patch

was the only location that will achieve the government’s objectives.
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The whole point of moving senior civil servants out of the

capital is to dramatically change their outlook and better

inform policy, something that simply cannot and will not

happen if they move to another metropolitan city such as

Leeds or Newcastle.

He touches on what I call the ‘north of Potters Bar’

syndrome by striking out at “anonymous Sir Humphreys

within the Treasury who think we don’t have enough

culture to be home of the government’s more important

and powerful department”.

The Michelin map tells more. A move to Darlington, for

those used to daily standing on trains commuting to and

from Whitehall, will find something called quality of life.

Yes villages with village greens, decent pubs, excellent

restaurants, good schools with a buoyant private sector

and Universities nearby. Like no other regional location

Darlington is the market town for the likes of Croft,

Hurworth, Middleton Tyas and so on. It’s a glorious part

of the world.

For a truly informed opinion I called upon Tim Catterall

who, with his brother Robin, runs property consultants

Catterall & Co who between them have immense

knowledge of the regional comprop sector and

Darlington and its environs in particular.

“Yes its great news about The Treasury and indeed

Teesside for a Freeport and loads of Government money

for Middlesbrough & Thornaby Town Centres,” says Tim.

“Darlo is a top spot. Great access roads, rail and airport.

Good housing stock; good schools and great access to the

moors and the coast.

“I assume that if they bring 750 jobs then they’ll need at

least 100,000 sq ft of offices so a new build will be

required to BREAM Excellent standards as a minimum.”

As for sites Mr Catterall muses that a town centre

location could be Central Park which is next to the

railway. “This could be favourite but there is the former

Auction Mart site which is also next to the railway and

the Commercial Street Car Park right in the town centre.”

Other options

Other options could be the redevelopment of the Binns

store on The High Row. “This would be great but

expensive to get up to BREAM Excellent standards I 

would have thought. There are out of town options such

as Ingenious Park on the ring road, Lingfield Point and

even Teesside Airport but perhaps all these are too far

out.”

“It all depends on timing. There could be an initial intake

of staff to get Treasury North into some sort of shape as a

short exercise by putting some staff into the recently

constructed Feethams House next to the town centre,”

adds Mr Catterall.

“Back in the 70’s when Davy Ashmore moved a load of

execs up from London there was a good rise in house 

prices in the ‘nice’ villages and posh parts of

Middlesbrough. I expect similar to happen up here. I 

 suggest that many young couples moving up here will

discover they can release a lot of equity out of their

Southern abodes and get something spectacular up here.

“The major builders have nice new four bedroom

detached houses for @ £300k in Hurworth, Low

Conniscliffe and Middleton St George. Of course, the

symbiotic effects of the move will be great for the town.

Retail should improve; back up suppliers will benefit – the

injection of spend and optimism into the town and its

catchment will be tremendous. This is good news indeed.”

The Treasury’s Northern campus is a coup for Darlington

chosen as it was in preference to Newcastle, Leeds and

Bradford. What has been submerged by the Treasury

North story is the Freeport status for Teesport. 

Chancellor Rishi Sunak ended the recent Budget speech

by saying: “When I look to the future of Teesside, I see old

industrial sites being used to capture and store carbon,

vaccines being manufactured, offshore wind turbines

creating clean energy for the rest of the country, all

located within a Freeport, with the Treasury just down

the road and the UK Infrastructure Bank in Leeds only an

hour away.”

Seems good to me. 

- Tim Catterall

THE INJECTION OF
SPEND AND

OPTIMISM INTO THE
TOWN AND ITS

CATCHMENT WILL BE
TREMENDOUS



Yorkshire and North East - the Big Winner from
the Budget       

Keith Hardman, International Partner and Head of Development & Strategic
Advisory at Cushman & Wakefield comments on the positives for levelling up:
Amongst a number of measures announced in the recent Budget, the Yorkshire
and North East region has captured a good many of the investment and
spending programmes. These include: 
 
·Leeds selected as the location for the UK Infrastructure Bank. Building on
Leeds reputation as a financial centre of excellence – the city is home to a
substantial cluster of banking - with 30 national and international banks,
accountancy with 150 firms including the Big Four, and a growing insurance
sector. The UK Infrastructure Bank is a further boost to Leeds aim to develop as
a leading location for fintech and insuretech - the city is home to the UK's first
fintech accelerator outside of London. 
·The announcement that two of the eight the new English Freeports will be
based in Humber and Teesside.
·£150 million to progress A66 Trans-Pennine upgrade.
·A "new economic campus" to be set up in Darlington, where The Treasury and
several other Government departments will be involved

Elsewhere Freeport disappointment            

Elsewhere in the North East there was
disappointment, however, with the North East LEP
saying it was ‘bitterly disappointed’ that its freeport
bid had not been successful.
Lucy Winskell, chair of the North East LEP, said: “It is
with bitter disappointment that we learnt that our
bid for a North East England freeport was
unsuccessful and that Newcastle would not become
home to the Treasury as we had hoped.
“Our collaborative freeport bid was hugely
innovative and universally supported - and critically
would have enabled us to transform the lives of
millions of people in a region hardest hit by Covid-19
and the EU exit.

Rain Newton-Smith, CBI Chief
Economist, said:
 
“Awarding freeport status to eight sites across the
country, as well as a new Treasury hub in
Darlington and Infrastructure Bank in Leeds,
should bring benefits to local businesses and help
boost wider regional economies – in addition to
bolstering the UK’s global trading position. Firms
look forward to working with local stakeholders to
make a success of these initiatives and ensure they
deliver economic gains for communities across the
UK.” 

And More Darlo Comment

FREEPORT STATUS SHOULD
BRING BENEFITS TO LOCAL

BUSINESSES - IN ADDITION TO
BOLSTERING THE UK'S GLOBAL

TRADING POSITION

- Rain Newton-Smith

“Our focus is now on
understanding what levels
of investment that
government is prepared to
make in the North East so
we can achieve our joint
ambitions of creating more
and better jobs, levelling
up, and further unlocking
our industrial potential to
allow us to play our part in
contributing to UK plc.”

Keith Hardman

Lucy Winskell



LOGISTICS 

UKWA LOGISTICS USERS PANEL DISCUSSION

AFFIRMS KEY ROLE FOR THIRD PARTY LOGISTICS

(3PLS) IN A ‘NEW WORLD’

In a wide-ranging logistics users panel discussion, hosted

by the UK Warehousing Association (UKWA), senior

supply chain directors representing four major brands

spoke of their optimism for the future, the increased

importance of automation in warehouses and the key role

for 3PL partners in the ‘new’ post-pandemic, post-Brexit

world.

The UKWA Logistics Users Panel Discussion was chaired

by UKWA CEO Peter Ward and included high profile

speakers, Chris Warn, Global Logistics Director at

Pentland Brands; Juan Manuel Santiago Mendez, CEO

Mercedes-Benz Parts Logistics UK; Iain Bartholomew,

Director of Logistics, International & Europe at Urban

Outfitters and John Munnelly, Head of Distribution

Operations at John Lewis.

Pentland Brands’ Chris Warn confirmed: “We’re really

excited and expect a strong surge as pent-up demand is

released. We will be taking a partnership based approach

to 3PLs, from shipping lines to warehouses and parcel

carriers, they will be integral to recovery.”

John Munnelly of John Lewis took the same view. “The

door is wide open for 3PLs,” he said. “We have leaned on

our supply chain partners to help us through this period

and we will look to them again as we seek to re-establish

stability and normality.”

He added that the hugely successful roll out of lateral

flow testing across the John Lewis network was being

extended to 3PL partners, to keep all workforces safe and

well.

Iain Bartholomew of Urban Outfitters described the

challenges of turning off complex inbound supply chains

and highlighted a post-crisis appreciation of the value of

logistics and supply chain resilience. He too predicted a

crucial role for those 3PLs prepared to embrace retailers’

requirements going forward.

“There are a lot of challenges, but also many

opportunities,” he said. “In the short term, we anticipate a

far more exacting world, particularly in the light of 

complex new customs regulations post-Brexit. Clearly,

the ‘paperwork’ needs to be right before we can do

anything else, and we will be relying on our 3PLs for this.”

Speaking from an automotive sector perspective, CEO of

Mercedes Benz Parts Logistics UK, Juan Manuel Santiago

Mendez, agreed. “We cannot, neither do we want to, do

everything ourselves,” he stated. “It is important for us to

have strong, reliable 3PL partners who understand the

challenges and the new processes, and can ensure the

relevant documentation is in place.”

The discussion further highlighted the requirement for

more automation in warehouses, described by John

Munnelly (JOHN LEWIS) as ‘must-have’ rather than ‘nice-

to-have’, a point Chris Warn (PENTLAND BRANDS)

confirmed, “3PLs will need automaton to be efficient,

productive and adaptable,” he said. “We all need to be

flexible and able to respond to meet what customers

want.”

Key challenges discussed included available footprint,

access to labour and the consolidation and cost-to-serve

for online.

Juan Manuel Santiago Mendez noted that the issue of

sustainability is starting to surface, and Chris Warn

stated that for Pentland Brands sustainability is not only

on the agenda, but driving the agenda; while recognising

the importance of sustainability, Iain Bartholomew

emphasized that cost and service were key.

Summing up, UKWA CEO Peter Ward said,

“Unsurprisingly, this event was highly popular with our

members, who are keen to understand their customers’

perspectives and priorities. The discussion was lively and

informative, we gained valuable insights for the road

ahead from our distinguished panel of logistics users. We

plan a follow up event to explore some of the topics

covered in greater detail and look forward to sharing

details in due course.”

Peter Ward



A VISION OF FUTURE TRANSPORT      

Sir Peter Hendy’s Union Connectivity Review Interim

Report was published last month. Compact and full of

detail this Foreword Transport document underlines that

connectivity is vital to economic growth, job creation,

building housing, and social cohesion. 

Noting that Devolution has been good for transport

where its delivery has been devolved Sir Peter

“concluded that conversely that has also led to a certain

lack of attention to connectivity between the four

nations, due to competing priorities and complex

funding”. 

Levelling up has also brought into focus the way in which

transport investment proposals are prioritised. The

recent review of the Green Book places much greater

emphasis on the strategic case for investment, as indeed

it should if better connectivity is to be delivered outside

major conurbations and London and South East England. 

In the Review Sir Peter looks at priorities based on the

wider strategic case for investment as has the recent

National Infrastructure Commission work on the

Integrated Rail Plan for the Midlands and the North. 

What is of interest to us in the North East is the way

forward for the region. But before that what about 

Brexit? Leaving the European Union has meant we have

also left behind the EU Trans European Network for

Transport, designed to identify routes and nodes across

the EU into which EU funding would create EU-wide

growth, jobs, housing and social cohesion. 

There is an opportunity to replace this by a UK Network,

with the same objectives, but tailored to respond to the

UK’s needs including the levelling up agenda, and which

could be used to put resource into better connectivity

between the four nations of the United Kingdom. 

Because the Network would be determined by the UK

government it would be determined to directly address

the UK’s particular needs. Connectivity issues identified

by further work, will be reviewed in a final report looking

forward over the next 20/30 years.

Transportation in the UK has opportunities to contribute

to the UK’s target of becoming net zero carbon by 2050.

That will particularly go to air travel and to what extent,

essential domestic air travel can be made carbon neutral. 

From the work done so far, some of the several key

concerns raised include:

• Faster and higher capacity connections for passengers

from HS2 to Scotland and North Wales, and consequently

better freight capacity too 

• Higher capacity and faster journey times to and from

Scotland from England and Wales and Newcastle by rail

(East Coast Main Line) and road (A1) 

• Improved port capacity, road and rail capacity and

journey times East/West across the Midlands and the

North, for passengers, and to enhance freight capacity

and connections from Ireland, and onwards to the East

Coast ports for exports

For those still alive in 20 to 30 years’ time I hope all this

works out. 

Savills upgrades UK house price

forecasts: Growth in the North East to

surpass London 

Savills has upgraded its UK house price forecasts

following an unexpectedly strong market in 2020, with

five year growth across the North East expected to be

almost 8% higher than that of London. 

The new forecasts follow an extraordinary year which

saw prices rise 7.3% - the first time in modern history

that house prices have risen in a recession - as people’s

desire to move home outweighed the uncertainty

surrounding jobs and finances. 

In the North East it is forecast that there will be a 20.5%

increase in house prices over the five years between

2021-2025, which is just 0.6% below the UK average. 

……have we reached Berwick yet?……



However, this same five year growth figure is 7.9% higher

and the average expected in London (12.6%) during the

same timeframe. 

James Abbott, head of residential sales in the North East

and East Midlands for Savills, says: “While the demand

for more space has meant regional house price growth

has been relatively even across most of the UK, from

2022 we expect to see a return to the pattern of growth

that would normally be expected at this stage in the

housing market cycle. 

“Buyer commitment to moving remains strong and the

sea change of wanting more space, both indoors and out,

coupled with home working is fuelling the move to the

country trend, which shows no sign of slowing. In

particular, this points to a continuation of the country

house revival and a demand for lifestyle relocation and

second homes that will favour many locations across the

North East, such as County Durham, Teesside,

Northumberland and North Yorkshire.”

Price sensitivity will continue to be a factor this year,

Savills says, but the value gap between towns and cities

and neighbouring village and rural markets, will continue

to support prices in the latter. This will lead to variations

in the price growth between different locations.

“2021 is going to be a complex and uneven year, with

competing forces impacting the housing market at

different points,” adds Lucian Cook, Savills head of

residential research. “But the outlook has improved since

the beginning of the year given the speed of the 

“Real-time data from TwentyCi tells us that new sales

agreed remain well above the pre-pandemic norm, with

the same true of mortgage approvals. That points to a

strong first half which, together with the introduction of

the mortgage guarantee scheme, underpins our

expectation of 1.4m transactions in 2021. 

“By extending both the stamp duty holiday and the

furlough scheme in last week’s Budget, the Chancellor

has significantly reduced the downside risks in the mid-

year, while a recovering economy should support price

growth towards the year end.

“The expectation that interest rates will stay lower for

much longer than was predicted pre-pandemic, means

there remains capacity for medium-term house price

growth despite the unexpectedly strong performance of

last year. Across the country as a whole 5-year price

growth of around 20% looks sustainable without unduly

depleting mortgage affordability.” 

The price growth is expected to peak at 5.0% in 2022 as

the economy rebounds, but will then slow as the

fundamentals of mortgage affordability determine levels

of price growth and its regional distribution.  

vaccination programme,

the expected relaxation

of social distancing

measures and

government support for

both jobs and the

housing market. 

THE BUDGET 2021 

AN ASSESSMENT BY RYECROFT GLENTON

To the casual observer, the first Budget of

2021 appeared to have been fully revealed

before the Chancellor even reached the

despatch box. The relentless flow of pre-

Budget rumours, kite-flying and red herrings

makes it is all the more important to forget

what was said before 12.30 on 3 March and

concentrate on what Rishi Sunak did deliver in

his speech. 

James Abbott



The main rate of corporation tax will be increased to

25% from April 2023 for companies with profits of at

least £250,000. At the same time, a small profits rate

of 19% will be introduced for companies with profits

below £50,000. 

For two years from April 2021, companies investing

in qualifying new plant and machinery assets will

benefit from a 130% first-year capital allowance. 

The coronavirus job retention scheme (CJRS) will be

extended in full until the end of June 2021 and then

phased out over the following three months. 

The self-employed income support scheme will also

be extended at its current level with a fourth grant

covering the period February to April. A fifth grant

will cover following three months, but this will be at a

lower level for those who have seen less than a 30%

drop in turnover. Eligibility for the SEISS will be

extended to include those who became self-employed

in 2019/20. 

The personal allowance and higher rate threshold will

rise to £12,570 and £50,270 for 2021/22 and will

then be frozen for the next four years. 

The real – as opposed to rumoured –

announcements included: 

The capital gains tax annual exemption, the

inheritance tax rate nil rate band and the lifetime

allowance will all be frozen at their current levels

until April 2026. 

The business rates holiday for retail, hospitality and

leisure businesses will be extended for three months

and then reduced to a 66% relief until the end of

March 2022. 

The temporary 5% VAT rate for hospitality, hotel and

holiday accommodation and admission to certain

attractions will be extended to the end of September

2021 and then replaced by a 12.5% rate until 31

March 2022. 

The exemption from stamp duty land tax on the first

£500,000 of residential property value will be

extended to 30 June and then replaced by a £250,000

exemption until 30 September 2021. 

A new residential mortgage guarantee scheme will

run from April 2021 to December 2022, aimed at

increasing availability of 91%-95% loan-to-value

mortgages. The maximum property value will be

£600,000 and mortgages must be arranged on a

repayment basis. 

Fuel duty was frozen again this year, alongside

alcohol duties which are frozen for the second year

running.

An assessment by Avison Young               

The Chancellor now has two of the most keenly watched

Budgets in history under his belt. He set out how he

attempts to balance the short-term need for economic

support with the long-term need to address the hole in

public finances. His judgement is that by the time taxes

rises hit, his fiscal support measures will have delivered

an economy that is able to absorb them. 

Extending the furlough scheme until the end of

September while waiting until 2023 to increase

corporation tax illustrates this. From an economic

perspective, ultra-low interest rates make continuing to

increase the massive debt burden more acceptable, but it

also means that an increase in inflation would have a dire

impact.

One of the most headline grabbing measures is the

extension of the Stamp Duty Land Tax holiday until the

end of June for homes worth up to £500,000 and until the

end of September for those up to £250,000. This will

apply to all buyers, including investors, and places a clear

focus on supporting the housing market and avoiding any

knock-on effect on consumer confidence from a

slowdown in house price growth. 

The Chancellor also confirmed a new mortgage

guarantee scheme, which will enable high loan-to-value

lending for first time buyers, reducing the amount they

need for a deposit. This will provide further support for

the housing market and shows clear commitment to

home ownership, although it will do little to address the

fundamental issue of affordability.

Elsewhere, the Chancellor’s approach to business rates 



The budget set out a clear focus on investment, either

directly or through incentivising the private sector, for

many of the areas identified in our Ten Trends for 2021.

The ‘super-deduction’ on investment, allows companies

to claim back 130% of the costs of an investment, and

was dubbed ‘the biggest tax cut in British history’. 

Notably, green infrastructure investment received a lot

of attention, including a green retail national savings

fund, offshore wind farm production and a 'high quality’

carbon offsetting market, based in the City. Along with

this, R&D activity will be promoted through tax relief and

visa reform to attract skilled science, research and tech

migrants.

While there will be criticism as to how far it goes, the

‘levelling up’ agenda received further support to add to

the extensive measures already announced by the

government and underlining the policy focus on ‘place’.

The Chancellor announced the creation of an

infrastructure bank, based in Leeds, and a 'Treasury

North' in Darlington, along with the creation of eight

Freeports - which will strengthen a number of key

logistics markets - and £1bn of funding for 45 new towns.

There is still a great deal of risk over the coming months

to the UK’s recovery, but the Budget announcements

broadly look well placed to support the economy through

this period and set us up for growth over the next two

years. The necessary fiscal restraint will then likely begin

to bite, but for now, the focus is very much on balancing

short-term support with those parts of the economy

which need it, with the long-term investment needed to

power a post-Brexit and post-Covid UK. 

Lucy Winskell, Chair of the North East LEP, said: “At a

time when the world is facing challenges brought by an

ageing population, and grappling with the consequences

of COVID-19, the North East 

was one of the most anticipated items. Our view is that

he delivered a mixed picture. Additional help from April

1st for retail and hospitality is very welcome but lots of

strings appear to have been attached for medium to

larger businesses, most specifically for those trading from

multiple premises. Similarly, help is being offered for the

airport sector but again this is capped. The massive

implications for businesses that trade from more than

one premises mean the Chancellor saves significant

funds, but we question whether it adds up to the stated

£6 billion relief. 

The Budget was also very notable for what it did not

include on rates. Around two-thirds of businesses have

had to pay rates during the crisis despite being severely

restricted on the extent of their commercial occupation.

They are not being supported by a slow-moving appeals

system or the cessation of negotiations with the

Valuation Office Agency. We will continue this week to

attempt to gain clarity as to whether their embargo to

recommence negotiations has been lifted by the

Chancellor.

However, the announcement of a further package of

restart grants available in England of up to £6,000 per

premises for non-essential retail and up to £18,000 per

premises for hospitality and other sectors is positive. It

covers hospitality accommodation, leisure, personal care

and gym businesses. This is welcome but risks papering

over the cracks. An intelligent strategic funding package

is needed to encourage smaller investors to repurpose

vacant retail units and create healthy, vibrant town

centres.

Plan unveiled to double North East

health and life sciences jobs 

A new strategy designed to double the number of North

East jobs in the health, life sciences and pharmaceuticals

industry has been launched. 

The North East Health, Life Sciences and Medicines

Manufacturing Strategy has been developed by the North

East Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) working in

partnership with the NHS, businesses, universities and

leaders in the health and life sciences sector.

As well as aiming to double the number of jobs in the

sector from 12,000 to 24,000 by 2030, the strategy aims

to double the number of businesses active in the North

East health and life sciences community from 150 to 300.

https://avison-young.foleon.com/2021-forecast/real-estate-trends/overview/


has the potential to become a leader in developing

treatments which can improve quality of life the world

over, while stimulating economic growth in our region.”

Health and life sciences is identified as an area of

opportunity for the region in the North East Strategic

Economic Plan, which is the roadmap for creating

100,000 more and better jobs by 2024. 

The Health, Life Sciences and Medicines Manufacturing

Strategy identifies opportunities in a number of specific

areas including the development of advanced therapies

and drug delivery systems, growth of the pharmaceutical

manufacturing supply chain, diagnostics development

and scale-up, and an evolving ecosystem of innovation

centres that supports businesses to start, grow and scale

in the North East.

It also lays out the region’s strengths including an

advanced manufacturing cluster, contributing

significantly to the global pharmaceutical industry,

generating £868 million for the regional economy in

2017; an emerging biotech cluster driven by corporate 

 

and university spinouts; and a skilled future workforce,

with 22,000 students studying health and life sciences at

North East universities. 

Professor Michael Whitaker, Chair, Health and Life

Sciences Group, said: “We have a fantastic innovation

ecosystem supported by an incredible translational

environment where healthcare technologies and

medicines are being constantly developed. Forward

thinking leadership here in the North East is helping to

drive forward global health services and markets –

something of which we should all be very proud.” 

Professor Chris Day, Vice Chancellor, Newcastle

University and Chair of the Office for Strategic Co-

ordination of Health Research, commented: “The North

East is home to international academic research

expertise in health and life sciences which not only

provides competitive advantage but creates significant

regional benefits. Our growing reputation as a testbed

and living lab is enabling us to accelerate innovation as

well as attract investment and skills.” 

 

NEWS with Chris Dobson

Six-figure revamp for Quorum office building  

     
Work has begun on a 10-week project at one of the region’s leading office parks which will see vacant offices

transformed into collaborative workspace for the benefit of occupiers. 

As organisations look ahead to welcoming staff back into the workplace, Q11 is the latest building at Quorum Park to be

given a revamp to help meet the evolving needs of office occupiers. 

Designed by FaulknerBrowns, the project will include relaxed pod areas and a large communal space which can be used

by Q11 ground floor tenants. Two large new boardroom style meeting rooms will also be created that can be combined

into one large seminar room which will be available for both Quorum tenants and the general public. 

New and existing ground floor tenants, such as

global property and construction consultancy

Gleeds and managed IT provider Technology

Services Group (TSG), will also benefit from two

new kitchen areas as well as a range of new

furniture. 

The suspended ceiling is being stripped out and

neon strip lighting will be added to create a bright

and stylish space that is scheduled for completion

before the end of this month. 

The six-figure project is being managed by NEBS

Projects and will complement the building’s

existing features, which include large glazed 

https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fquorumpark.com%2Fbuildings%2Fq11%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7Cb325662edb9144c5ed3508d8e2dc848e%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637508784115060516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=o7Ko6kyLQt9gyrm2d0vxVIMv29CwTM%2B8zWxsJ6VntCg%3D&reserved=0


facades to flood the space with natural light, water saving WCs, shower facilities and high-speed internet. 

Jonathan Ryder, director at NEBS, said: “Over the past few years we’ve seen changes to the way people wish to use

their office space, and the Covid-19 pandemic will see further changes to the working environment and our desire for

flexibility. 

“The office buildings at Quorum are well-placed to accommodate this ongoing evolution, with large, open plan

floorplates that can be customised and adapted to the working ethos and lifestyles of those using it.” 

Mark Rabinowitz, director of Shelborn Asset Management, added: “We’re incredibly proud of the changes we’ve made

at Quorum Park, which saw 100,000 sq.ft. of lettings completed last year as new tenants embraced the park’s facilities

and support services. 

“We’re committed to making ongoing investments to improve the working lives of all members of the Quorum Park

community, and to provide the flexibility and appeal that modern organisations are looking for when choosing where to

base themselves.” 

The Q11 suites range in size from 1,000 sq. ft. to 3,000 sq. ft. and there are five spaces currently available to

prospective occupants.

 Darren Purvis, associate at FaulknerBrowns

Architects added: “There has been a real shift in

the expectations of office workers and Q11 is

being adapted to offer tenants greater

opportunities in the way they work & meet with

the creation of collaborative space, flexible

presentation areas, as well as two social zones

encouraging informal space to interact. 

“As we come out of the pandemic, the way in

which we work will continue to adapt with office

space required to be flexible to adapt to

change.”

Milburngate takes a step in the right direction      

Milburngate has taken a step towards enhancing pedestrian connectivity in Durham City with the installation of a

brand-new suspended staircase, which will create a direct route into the development and the riverside from

Durham railway station.

Located in the north west corner of Milburngate and

accessed directly from Framwellgate Peth, the new

steps sit on top of a raised steel frame, which was

installed following a three-month substructure

programme including excavation, in-situ concrete

structures and piles.

Installed over two days, around 80 tonnes of pre-cast

concrete was carefully positioned into place using a

specialist mobile crane designed to operate in a

confined space and able to manoeuvre the 14

individual pieces up to their final resting place some

54m from the ground, negotiating obstacles including

the trees on the bank at the rear of Milburngate on

their way.

Allan Cook, left, with Paul Salkeld

 



This new staircase will provide seamless pedestrian access to

Milburngate, connecting the development with the railway

station while offering uninterrupted views across the River Wear

towards the spire of St Nicholas’ church. 

As they arrive in the public square at the heart of Milburngate,

office occupiers, residents and visitors will have an outstanding

view of the church and the World Heritage site’s Durham

Cathedral and Castle. 

Over the coming months, the staircase will be completed with a

mix of soft and hard landscaping, which will be finished with the

installation of illuminated handrails.

Allan Cook, Managing Director of Arlington Real Estate, which is

developing Milburngate in a joint venture with Richardson, said:

“This staircase has always been a fundamental part of the design

of Milburngate, connecting the railway station to the heart of the

city. 

“We always envisioned a view of St. Nic’s Spire framed on each side by the development, which as you descend opens

up stunning views of the cathedral and castle; standing at the top of the steps we can now see the first part of that

vision coming to life.” 

Paul Salkeld, Project Manager from main contractor Tolent, said: “This is another important milestone for the scheme

as Milburngate continues to take shape. It was a challenge to complete the install in such a tight area, which included

the treeline either side of the staircase location, but our groundworker, specialist lifting team, together with the Tolent

project team, expertly handled the project and ensured a successful completion.”

WE CAN NOW SEE THE FIRST PART 
OF THAT VISION COMING TO LIFE

Northumbrian distillery Ad Gefrin

reveals Head Distiller   

Ad Gefrin, the multi-million-pound visionary visitor

experience and distillery in Glendale, has announced the

appointment of Ben Murphy as Head Distiller. The news

follows the start on the site of the Wooler project which

will provide opportunity, employment and a new unique

taste of the Cheviots and the Borders.  

In announcing this appointment, Eileen Ferguson, of Ad

Gefrin said: “Ben has the perfect blend of youth, passion,

spirit of exploration and dedication to his craft. What is

more he has an obsession for indigenous whiskies, and

certainly knows his way around a range of spirits!”  

A graduate of Heriot-Watt University's Brewing and Distilling School in Edinburgh, he gained an MSc with distinction

in Brewing and Distilling. Aged 35 Ben’s whisky journey to Northumberland has taken him to volunteering at Rock

Town Distillery in Arkansas, USA, and to Berentsens Brygghus in Egersund, Norway. Most recently, Ben was Head

Distiller at Poetic License Distillery in Sunderland, where he was brought in specifically to develop new products and

improve and refine operations. 

With construction work now under way, Ad Gefrin aims to be able to begin distilling their first spirit in late spring 2022.

The very first single malt Ad Gefrin whisky will be ready exactly three years and a day after distilling has commenced. 

- Allan Cook, Managing Director 

Arlington Real Estate

Ben Murphy, Head Distiller, Ad Gefrin

https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fadgefrin.co.uk%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7C33c0165b9949435a606b08d8e3a3e5b3%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637509640376467800%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=ghszq1KHZcm5%2Fg36jq1LUIZH2XKA%2FEj%2B8kV9W6GhZ3E%3D&reserved=0


Historic Newcastle building acquired                          

One of Newcastle’s most important historic buildings has been given an array of 21st century features, helping it attract

new occupiers thanks to significant investment from new owners. 

The 17th century, Grade 1 listed, Alderman Fenwick’s House on Pilgrim Street was purchased late last year by business

space specialist Central Space. The building is one of the oldest in Newcastle and was restored by the Tyne and Wear

Building Preservation Trust, which owned it for 20 years prior to the sale.

Central Space has already set about upgrades including ultra-fast, leased line broadband for all occupiers, as well as

contemporary breakout space and meeting rooms. A phased refurbishment of the offices and communal areas to provide

new lighting, flooring and decor, is also underway. 

Recent lettings include Castle Keep Financial Solutions and recruitment firm Jeva Executive Research since Central

Space took over the building and made it its own new HQ. Ideal for SMEs, suites range from 236 sq. ft. to 920 sq.ft., and

full floors of 2,200 sq. ft. are also available, along with virtual tenancies and flexible, cost-effective support services that

cater for businesses of all types and sizes.
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